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FOREWORD
In 1980, conceptual engineering approaches to self-replicating systems were
achieved by von Tiesenhausen [ 1] and Freitas [2).  `1,'heir designs are based on von
Newmann's "3] kinematic version of self-replicating automata. The references [1,21
describe the fiAnctional elements of such a system for the first time.
This report expands on a specific area involved in a self-replicating system
according to Reference 1: the systems management and control and the organization
of control elements. It is a very first approach to a rather complex problem solution.
it is intended to provide only tin outline of some of the aspects of the problem as
presently conceived, and makes no pretense to be definitive or comprehensive.
It is hoped, however, that the presented approach will be of interest, provide
comments, and stimulate further work in this area.
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`t'IWIINlf'AL MEMORANDUM
MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF SELF-REPLICATING
SYSTEMS: A SYSTEMS MODEL
1. INTAOD tlCTION
This rc port addresses a coneopt for the management and control of Self"
lteiallea till t;, Systems (SIt.S). lliscussions of the ongineoring feasibility of SRS have
already appeared in the literature [ 1, 21, The purpose of the present work is to pro-
vide insight into the complex management and control roquircmonts of such systoms
and to stimulate further work In this area,
Tho eoneopt outlined here Is biked upon the SIRS model developed In tan oaarlier
work 1 11, This aaaodel, da.ploted sela(maatieally In Figures 1, 2, and 3, represents a'a
fully autonomous, geaae I'll l , 1)orpose factory which can be deployed on the surfaacos of
plaanutary beaches. Surface matoriaal is mined by exc:nvaation robots. The raw stock is
dol vered to as materials pr ocessing (A O subsystem which generates and transports
industrial feedstoeX to as PlArts production (1'r) subsystem whose output is machines
or tadditl+{3aaai em'..p olio tts. These warts tire then used either to produce useful output
or gale passed to it "univer.4al constructor" WC) subsystem for the construction of as
(ltaialicUaate factory complex nearby. Useful factory output is collected by the and
product assembly system	 and unitary energy systems (ES) provide electr)oal
power0
SUSS behave much like biological systems, so tl* management and control
msystes described In this report havec^oi^tain parallel,; 	 biological models (11g. 4) .
A single 8118 unit is as System that contains all elo meats required to maintain itself,
to maanufatcttire desired products, and to self• eeproducc — the aratalogue of a biological
toll, Ail undifferentiated SRS field exists after self-replication has generated a
number of Identical replicas that moms 'aeture Identical products -- much like the struc-
ture of bloloVical fusee. Finally, a differentiated SRS field consists of a number of
undifforentlated i11S fields integrated to provido element s for a common and product°
analogmus to biolca.l;'ieal organs.
TT. 5llttlt^irllt ' c l^' I^'CINt't'IONAT. I2L1^1^1IRENILNTS l^Olt SRS
a
"F	 The functlonaal. requirements 'for they successful design, developillent, deployment,
and oporation of tan SRS are many, but amoral; the most, basic are the need to process
i; information, energy, and matter to permit both selr -replication and useful Industrialproduction. The following discussion presents a useful taawaaaanty of organizational
Icavcls for SRS faactorles and the required information, energy, and matter processing
functions at welt level.
M'
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NOMENCLATURE
MP	 MATTER PROCESSING
MD - MATTER DEPOT
PP	 -- PARTS PRODUCTION
PDR -» PARTS nEPOT -- REPLICATION
PDP — PARTS DEPOT - PRODUCTS
PF » PRODUCT FACTORY
PD -4 PRODUCT DEPOT
PRS - PRODUCT RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
UC	 UNIVERSAL CONSTRUCTOR
t
t
I
I=RS
I
I
rigire 1. Schematic of a self-replication system [1].
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A. 8118 Organizational Lovelm
The overall organizational jitructura of 9118 flolds Im been divided Into four
Oporational Levelti its mbown In Figure 5. $Inglo 141W."m are the simplest and belong
to Level 1. The flilt$ 4i ern autonomous iiymtom which, procelimi information and energy
to convert now matorlul Into product$ and Into replivus of Itmelf (FIK. 6). The funda-
mental responsibility of a Level 1 8118 managomont and control oylitem hi the mainte-
nanoo of a fully functional 81119 under till foroticouble circumstancos. This requirement
nominally ovorrideti any other, depending on tiro dogree of complexity of the particu-
lar SH8 and on (lie avnilublo knowledlo mid prod1vtobility of the environniont In which
tile $11S Is to function,
LEVEL OAQANIZATION COMPOSITION
IV SEVERAL DIFFERENTIATED SRO FIELDS SEVERAL SYSTEMS
OF LEVEL III
III $INOLE DIFFERENTIATED ORS FIELD SEVERAL SYSTEM1
OF LEVEL It
11 UNDIFFERENTIATED SRS FIELD
I
NUMEROUS SYSTEMS
OF LEVEL I
I SINGLE SRO
r-lgm,o 5. SRS field systems structure.
Figiale 6. Basic SMS functions.
6
A field of Identical 8118s to a 14val 11 organization, The function of these
fields consists of the combinod Individual functions of all SRSs comprising the field,
Tliese functions run essentially In parallel and Independent from much other. The
only connecting link between the Individual SRSs are the lend Product Collection
System which gathers the Individual, Identical products at the collection point for
further actlon, and the Energy System which Is centralized and supplies all Individual
SltSs with electrical energy [1).
There can be several different Level 11 organkations , ,me lt one distinguished  by
a different product. Several of those can be combined Into a differentiated SRS field
which then forms it Level III organization (Fig, 7). Those may consist either of
Individual 8118s, each of which manufactures a different product or subassembly of a
larger product, or may consist of numerous undifferentiated SRS fields with different
products or 8ubassemblips coming from each -- products are either final output or
they must be further assemblod Into larger entities.
Those three Levels comprise the major forms of replicating systems organ;,zatloo
Involving Individual 8118s, undiffe •entlatod and differentiated fields (Fig., 8). One
could also conceive of a Level IV organization that combines it number of Level III
fields, Level IV Is not Qovered here.
13. Three Basic SRS Functions
An SRS performs the fo l lowing, three basic functions-,
1) Information processing
2) 1^norgy processing
3) Matter processing,
Those processes are interdependent and must be integrated with each other. They
must be atirried out on each Level but with a different scope of activity in each case
The heart of SRS management and control is Informationprocessing. This
guides the processing of built energy and raw materials which Is employed to achieve
solf-replica
	
antiuseful production. Specific management and control Information
processing roquiremonts for each organizational level are given In Figure 10.
J,w reasons of efficient self replication, acentral solar photovoltaic ororgy
conversion system Is assumed to exist, to which each Individual SRS 11as contributed
Its share [1], This system is supplemented with as chf)-mical energy storage system.
The distribution or electrical energy to the Individual STtSs and within each SRS Is
by cable or microwave, Within each SRS the electrical energy is converted into the
desired alternate energy forms — whether mechanical, thermal, plasmic, or elee,.tro-
magnetic Mg. 11). The spcclfic management and control requirements for energy
systems are outlined In Figure 12,
An SH$ has a complex metabolism [1,2]. At one end raw material Is gathered,
followed by analysis which septirates the desired elements and compounds from the
Incoming bulk matorinl. Subsequent steps Involve the synthesis of specific viaterials,
the production of feedstock and parts, followed by the assembly of products and
replicas. Systems maintenance and repair also use specific parts. Waste material is
ti
7
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iLEVEL I - THE INFORMATION THAT MUST BE AVAILABLE TO AN INDIVIDUAL SRS HAS TO
FULFILL THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS:
• FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF ALL INTERNAL SRS SYSTEMS, SUBSYS-
TEMS, SEQUENCES AND FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS, AND SYNCHRONIZATION AND
BALANCING OF ALL SRS OPERATIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL CONDITIONS AND EVENTS,
THIS INCLUDES SELF-MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR FUNCTIONS,
• PROPER RESPONSE TO CRITICAL EXTER?-SAL ENVIRONMENTAL SITUATIONS AND EVENTS
AND THEIR COORDINATION WITH INTERNAL MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS,
THIS INCLUDES THE REPRODUCTIVE CYCLE,
• OPTIONAL FOR SPECIAL CASES — AUTONOMOUS DECISION-MAKING AND PROBLEM.
SOLVING IN UNPROGRAMMED SITUATIONS AND EVENTS AND COORDINATION WITH
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CONDITION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS,
THE INFORMATION PROCESSING SUPS` S- TEM MUST BE CAPABLE OF SERVING EACH RkPLICA
DURING THEIR CONSTRUCTION PHASE UNTIL THEIR AUTONOMY HAS BEEP. ESTABLISHED
THROUGH THEIR OWN INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM.
LEVEL 11— MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL INFORMATION WHICH MUST BE AVAILABLE IN
UNDIFFERENTIATED SRS FIELDS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING;
• RATE OF FIELD GROWTH AND INSTANTANEOUS NUMBER OF SRS-'S CONTROL.
• PRODUCTION RATE GROWTH AND INSTANTANEOUS PRODUCTION RATE CONTP`^L
• TERMINATION OF FIELD GROWTH WHEN PLANNED PRODUCTION CAPACITY HAS
BEEN ACHIEVED,
• PROVIDE REPROGRAMMING SERVICE IF REPRODUCTION ERRORS (MUTATIONS)
OCCUR IN INDIVIDUAL SRS UNITS,
• CONTROL OF THE ENERGY SYSTEM (ES) PARTS TRANSPORT FROM SRS ASSEMBLY,
• CONTROL OF THE EPS, INCLUDING PARTS TRANSPORT FROM SRS ASSEMBLY,
• POWER DISTRIBUTION TO EACH SRS,
LEVEL III — MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR DIFFERENTIATED
SRS FIELDS INCLUDES:
• BALANCING AND SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE DIFFERENT PART PRODUCTIONS AND
THEIR TRANSPORT TO THE CENTRAL EPS,
• MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF THE CENTRAL EPS.
• COORDINATION OF ALL LEVEL, 11 INFORMATION PROCESSING,
l;
Viguro 111, lontit;oment turd control functions ill information processing.
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LEVEL I — SINCE EACH SRS RECEIVES POWER FROM THE CENTRAL ENERGY SYSTEM VIA A
MAIN POWER CONTROL, THE LEVEL I REQUIREMENTS ARE;
• POWER RECEPTION, CONDITIONING, AND CONVERSION AND CONTROL AS REQUIRED BY
THE VARIOUS SRC "USER" SUBSYSTEMS,
• POWER SUPPLY TO THE SRS REPLICAS UNTIL THEIR POWER RECEIVING STATION HAS
13ECONIE OPERATIONAL.
LEVEL 11 — THE CENTRAL POWER SUPPLY MANAGEMENT FOR UNDIFFERENTIATED SRS
FIELDS !a SITUATED AT THIS LEVEL,
LEVEL III — AT THIS HIGHEST LEVEL, THE POWER SUPPLY BALANCE IS COORDINATED AND
CONTROLLED, IN A DIFFERENTIATED $RS FIELD, THERE IS ONE CENTRALIZED
ENERGY PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR EACH UNOIFFERENTIATEL SRS FIELD CONTAINED
WITHIN IT,
r
1'Ikuac '1' , Illaalagt pent and control 1'talactions Ill onergy 1lrocessing.
gathered, au%l c11thor disearded or recycled ('Fig, 13). 51miapment And control
requirements tare briefly outlined in Figure 14,
111. 8118 AIANAC1111 MT AND CONTROL
in view of the considerable scope of functionni requirements of hidividual SRS,-,
and their holds, al broad Alm coneept of managementBement and, c.ontrol systems must be	 j
devc loped, The multitude of required SRS regulatory and reedbikelc al cchunisms will
be of at vast zcamplexity oxwedilig any rartifieia ►l system hovatofore conceived,  The
extraaorditaalry demands thaat must be placed call the autonomous 911,4 la unaagement and
control system arcs only partially recognived Ott this time. This airport attempts to
provide Uaasto coneepts for SRS management and control, starting; from high-level
aspecats mid progressing to conc>reto and doscrilaable functional elements, The basis
of this approach Is the requirement of total Integration between the domands of 	 f
internal S118 functions and Ole effects of the $11$ %mvironment oil thosa functions,
since the relations between nn 8118 and its onvironment tire a carueial factor In
successful operations,
A hig'llly orgonIzed and eomplet artificial system 111to SRS ill an external enviroil-
talent with n relatively* hlgla degree of disorder requires all 	 selective excllalal r
between ialternal and externml environments In ordor to maaintlain sy,9telil IntegrIt .
This requires insulation from all Influences and external stim0l not of vital importance
to 8115 fual(Aloo llg. Ivills basic design philosophy must be adopted regardless of the
13
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LEVEL 
SYNCH RONIZA'T` ION, COORDINATION AND BALANCE OF NUMEROUS FLO%# RAT S
RECYCLING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF UNIVERSAL PARTS PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF ACTIVITIES AND SCHEDULES OF THE UNIVERSAL
CONSTRUCTOR
COORDINATION AND MANAGEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL SRS CONTRIBUTIONS, TO THE ES AND
EPS WHICH ARE THEMSELVES MANAGED AND CONTROLLED BY THE LEVEL 11 ENERGY
AND MATTER PROCESSING SUBSYSTEMS, RESPECTIVELY.
LEVEL it
COLLECTION AND ORGANIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL SRS PRODUCTS IN THE EPS FOR FURTHER
ASSEMBLY
COLLECTION, TRANSPORTATION, AND FURTHER UTILIZATION OF FINAL PRODUCTS
MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF THE ES ASSEMBLY (DURING THE SRS REPLICATION
PERIODS) USING CONTRIBUTIONS FROM INDIVIDUAL SRSs
MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF THE ES AND EPS
LEVEL III
MANAGES AND CONTROLS THE MATERIAL!{ E'ALANCE OF THE ENTIRE DIFFERENTIATED
SRS FIELD.
Figure 14. Management and control functions in matter processing.
degree of environmental information available because it allows a more general-purposr
approach while increasing SRS functional reliability by reducing the level of distrac-
tion,
Accordingly, we define a concept U"1101 postulates an internal system for
autonomous management and control, supplemented by an externally oriented
environment monitoring system as a separate , but coordinated unit, with an optional
third "intelligent" system which may be required in especially chaotic environments
(Fig. 15).
A. Autonomous Management and Control (AMC) System
In a completely defined and static environment an SRS could, in theory, operate
with a fixed program of instructions which implements information, energy, and matter
processing management exclusively without any direct external inputs (since the
environment is presumed completely specified and unchanging) Such an entirely
autonomous management and control (AMC) system is the basic building block fol• all
operational SRS control. In some limited applications, an AMC system alone may
suffice for essential completion of well-defined, simple tasks.
The AMC system constitutes the concentration of reactive regulatory systems
for optimal management and control of all internal SRS functions with consideration of
a very large number of conditions and requirements. The AMC system must itself
be independent o f all internal imbalances in order to be capable of reacting to achieve
15
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MANAGEMENT AND BASIC FUNCTIONSCONTROL SYSTEM
AUTONOMC) US MANAGE— REACTIVE REGULATORY FUNCTIONS
MENT AND CONTROL FOR OPTIMAL MANAGEMENT AND
SYSTEM (AMC) CONTROL OF ALL INTESNAL SYSTEMS
BY COMPARISON WITH A GLOBAL SYSTEMS MODEL
EXTERNAL MANAGEMENT RESPONSE TO EXTERNAL SITUATION
AND CONTROL SYSTEM AND EVENTS THROUGH STORED
(EMC) PROGRAMS TO MAINTAIN THE
FUNCTIONS OF THE SYSTEM IN
A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT
INTEI ,t,,IGENT MANAGEMENT VOLUNTARY, INTELLIGENT ACTIONS,
AND c"ONTROL SYSTEM DECISION MAKING AND PROBLEM
(IMC) SOLVING IN NOVEL SITUATIONS
THAT CANNOT BE PRE—PROGRAMMED,
Figure 15. SRS management and control approach.
thy, re,;toratioti of equilibrium. The AMC system Is of-'!y indirectly affected by the
environment as far as system performance Is Concerned and has no direct accet^s to It,
In addition to Its reactive functions, the ANIC system must Contain a substantial
accounting package to coordinate all Internal operations and transport movements, and
to control the continuously changing' Status of all Critical system elements. In order
to oversee till functional performances, each AMC system requiros a global model of
its iissooiated SRS or 811,14 fleld(s). This model carries an exact description of the
SRS 
or 
field and its nominal functions,states, and equilibrium parameters. Incoming,
sigrials tire continuously compared with the stored model, i>ny deviations irtdicating
abnormal conditions will tiotivnte automatic remedies and compensations. These aye
initiated and maintained until the abnormal situation is rectified. This model oil pro-
gram is fixod for a specific b"&RI S,_/field configur e Lion.
As 
mmiloned in Section fff,A, In some limitod applications, an AMC system
alone may sufllfloe for essential, completion of well-defined, simple tasks. This includes
product manufacturing and self-reproduction under limiting conditions, These two
functions tire ordinarily assigned to the EMC (Section 111.13).
The responsibilities of the AMC system are outlined in Figure 16.
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LEVEL 
(1) INFORMATION
$r COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS PROGRAM AND PLAN
• ABNORMAL CONDITION FEEDBACK SYSTEM
EMERGENCY READINESS
(2) ENERGY
In) ENERGY SUPPLY
• CONVERSION SYSTEMS
• STORAGE
• DISTRIBUTION
• SUBSTATIONS
• BACK-UP SOURCES
• POWER CONDITIONING
(G) ENERGY BALANCE
e MATCHING SUPPLY AND DEMAND
• LOCAL ENERGY CONVERSION (MECHANICAL, CHEMICAL, ELECTRICAL, PLASMA,
THERMAL)
• THERMAL BALANCE (TEMPERATURES)
• EMERGENCY READINESS
(3) MATERIAL
(n) MATERIAL FLOW
• ACOUISITION
• PROCESSING (CLOSED CYCLE)
• PRODUCT MANUFACTURING
	 FOR SRS$ WITHOUT EMC ONLY
• SELF—REPRODUCTION
(b) MATERIAL T"ANSPROT SYSTEMS
a RAW MATERIAL
• FEEDSTOCK
• PARTS
9 WASTE
• ASSEMBLY
* UNIVERSAL CONSTRUCTOR
• PIPES, VALVES
(a) EMERGENCY READINESS
LEVEL I
(1) INFORMATION
• SYNCHRONIZATION OF ALL SRS (LEVEL I ) AMC$
• REPROGRAMMING INDIVIDUAL SRS INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS AND PLANS IN CASE.
OF PRODUCT CHANGES OR WHEN MUTATIONS OCCUR.
(2) ENERGY
• ES ASSEMBLY
• ES AUTONOMOUS OPERATION
(3) MATERIAL
• RESOURCE SURVEYS
• EPS ASSEMBLY
EPS AUTONOMOUS OPERATIONS
LEVEL 111
(1) INFORMATION
SYNCHRONIZATION OF ALL LEVEL If AMCs
• REPROGRAMMING OF ALL LEVEL 11 AMC$
IN CASE OF PRODUCT CHANGE OR GENERAL PLANNING MODIFICATIONS
(2) ENERGY
r ES COORDINATION
331 MATERIAL
e EPS COORDINATION
Figure 16. Functional responsibilities of the AMC systems.
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ORIGINAL PAW: IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Ii, lmi-orntal hionagetoont and control (l MC) Syaitem
Cllr SIiS constitutes it 00111p le3x systom which muKt maintain to high ciragree of
Internal ord(-r^ in its aetivitloo tagainst tiro disordoring Influencem of an often variable
and somo timos e.lmo tic; external environment (Fig. 17). Minimal functional deviations
within tlaosf1 activitlos, 11, allowed to continuo and propagsto uncheckad, would cause
as collapse of the delicate balance among the many Interdependent sequences of events
within an ISRS or SI18 field and datitroy the cuuntlem Individual activity rhythms
that; must be precisely tuned and synchronized.
TERRESTRIAL GROUND SURFACE
UNDERGROUND
OCEAN SURFACE
SUBMERGED
BOTTOM
LUNAR GROUND SURFACE"
UNDERGROUND
PLANETARY
& SATELLITES GROUND SURFACE.^.,
UNDERGROUND
ATMOSPHERE UPPER
LOWER
*DESCRIBED IN REFERENCE 1 AND 2
Vigure 17. Potential SRS environments.
"t'ho oravironmont determines the characteristics of the SRS products and tlxe
Specific! typo of SRS system clements and their basic design. 'l berefo;ro, the nature
o1' the SRS onvirernment must be well-known. This Is particularly importa:'d because
during, trice SIi.S roproductive lrhase doer is extensive mobility involved in seeking
and moving; towards flow sites to be occupied by replicas, The paths toward these
flow sites and the sites themselves may have different environments than exist in, the
location of the pri1Taary system.
In or der* to deal with tr variety of external situations and events, and to
respond to forosecaialo but unpredicted environment conditions and events, the SRS
must haver as set of stored, onvironmen tally- sensitive programs which contain appro-
priate responses tc.- supplement those provided automatically by AMC systems. Those
responses must be activated in terse of external conditions which significantly diverge
from an established norm. To protect; the system from tan infinitely large number of
external stinarall and to maintain to practical minimum of exchange, inputs ar se required
to exceed ly re? e staatalishod threshold values to initiate to response. In extreme cases
where maximum response is needed at once, till other thresholds must be raised
18
au to matic till y until the original response Is completed. Thresholding Is controlled by
a contral information pi,ocotish l, tiily ite.-ii with fixed rosponmo prioritloo.
Internal 8118 functionii and oporationo tire constant or vary In known wlys,
whereas environmental events are at boot periodically variable and at worst randomly
variable In tl ►elr effects lipon Sit$ operations. AMC systems maintain SRS and SRS
field Internal Integrity In the form of a synebronl y.od closed unit of action and
reaction, but these. tire not designed io maintain nominal functioning and Internal
Mobility In the face of significant environmental variations. This duty falls to the
h'xternal Management and Control (13-MC) systom.
The principal functional rosponsibIlItIcF. of the BMC system are:
1) To reduce the multitude of expressions of ilia onvhonmont to as maximum
likelihood limited number of standard situations to which tin equal number of readily
available reaction programs respond.
1-1 ) To generally oliurac Lori ve till objects within a speciflo. scentirlo through it
minimum of criteria that roprosent a particular object. In this process Individual,
idontifying, and unl(liio characteristics will be disregarded. This provides for maxl-
mita) economy of nocessary vital Information acquisition because, as a coil SO(I 11011ce
till Individual, concrete objects of the same type are now Interebongonble and the
proper automated responses can be accomplislicti,
3) To provide a progrum store lowor selooted	 A19-tirninitl5t capabi Wna . Thon.
gram memories tire Initially vacant to permit "Imprinting" at the time the SRS
encounters sensory Inputs which Indicate a situation the AMC system cannot handle
alone. Learning capabilities remain vital through the SRS life cycle, becoming part
of 11 -fixed program Within the ENO system.
In order to avoid saturation of the RMC system and to protect ilia Integrity of
an SRS or SRS field, not every external event will b 	 -,e registered or responded to
otherwise, the environment would generate a constant and potentially confusing
bombardment of stimull on SRS sensors, While AMC system sensors respond to
abnormal conditions its compajoed to a fixed reference state model, ilia 1--MIC system
employs 11 threshold approach which blocks tiny external stimulus unless tin astab-
lislied minimum or maximtim threshold Is exceeded. An added feature shall be the
tbreshold level control which (-,an lower or raise specific threshold values. This
would allow concentration of resources when necessary to deal with selected priority
DipiAs as trigogered by unusual circumstances.
The specific tasks of ENIC systems, generally and for each organizational Level,
tire summarized in 11gure 18.
(1 . lotelligent Management and Control (IMC) System
Tlie AMC and EMC systems tire vital and should suffice for most SriS applica-
Lions. However, vircumstances may require more than ilia exercise of elementary
sfunctions for urviva
	
dl, production, and replication, anti 	 than carrying out fixed
program instructions and reacting to ilia environment within restricted limit$.
Occasionally a novel situation may require a recognition and understanding of an
objective environment, leading to intelligent evaluations of situations that may have
major effects on SRS functions and operations.
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OR14im PADS 1s
of p00R QUALITY
ORNERRALLY
CONTROL CENTER POS ALL PRROO RIAMM90 ACTIVITIES AN* MOTIONS
4 PROCESSING OF ENVIRONmSNTAL INFORMATION
• PRIMARY CONTROL OF BALANCED SYSTEMS ACTIVATION
Sf PROGRAMMED POSPONSES TO ENVIRONMENTAL 
EVENTS 
AND SITUATIONS
COMPLETE PROR3RAMMINO OF COMPOSITE ACTIONS COORDINATION 4,9., MAINTRNAN ON, 0OP-AN0,40 OF
SUOSYSTEMS)
ENVIRONMENTAL. ADAPTATION OF PROGRAMS
READY ACTION PROGRAMS
MANAGEMENT ON RELATIVkLY LIMITED NUMBER OF STORED, f gEFABRICATED PROGRAMS FOIR ANST,
MATERIALS CIATHBRINO, MAINTENANCE, SMIIROSNCY, RREPLICAT02N, INT4101400 0OWUNICATION0,
SPATIAL ORIENTATION, AND! SOLUTIONS TO ANTICIPATER EXIGENCIES.
r FINE TUNING OF THRESHOLD FUNCTIONS TO ALLOW PRIPRITIZATION OF OPERATING PROGRAMS
DEPENDING ON THE CHANGING DEMANDS OF THE EXTERNAL ONVIRONMENT,
THRESHOLD REGULATION AND ACTIVATION
E PASSING ON CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL SENSORY DATA TO THE AMC FOR CONTROL
• INTEGRATION OF EXTERNAL INITIATING STIMULI WITH $TORSSO PROGRAMS IEACH OF WHICH CONTAINS
SPECIFIC REACTIVE PATTERNS OF ,ACTION)
LEVEL I
(1)INFORMATION
+r ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION
— ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION SENSING
TOUCH SENSING
AUDIO SENSING
MArERtIAt, SENSING
— OPERATIONAL SONS INO
• OPCRATIONAL COORDINATION
SELCOTIVE LEARNING
nrs n nn,ry L*CMh`, A1,2►^ rn,ti+,rr r v vu. r rrsv
PROCESS CONTROL
INFORMATION INTEGRATION
• ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION CONTROL
(2)ENERGY
s TFIERMAL CONTROL
(3) MATTER
MAINTENANCE (SELF)
w MATERIAL INPUT SUPPO S
n AEPLICATION
w PnooucTMANUFACTURING
LEVEL It
(1)INFORMATION
s TOTAL rIELD 9NVIRIONMItNTAL STATUS INFORiMANON
FIELD GROWTH PLAN
NFW LXPANSION AREA EXPLORATION
^s SELECTED LEARNING
• SENSOR RE CALIGR3ATIONS
NEW SENSOR RiecuiRLMENTS
(2)ENVAGY
w OVERALL FIELD ENER GY AND THERMAL BALANCE
(3) MATTER
• EXPANSION AREA MATERIAL ANALYSES
LEVEL III
(1)INFORMATION
• 'ROYAL ENVIRONMENTALSTA'TUS INFORMATION
(2)ENERt3Y
(3)MATTE 
Figure I R6 Functional responsibilities of the MC systems.
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This would requia'o the capability to taako Voluntary, non 1)roprogramr led
Intelligent actions and to m alee decisions and solve problems, Therefore, a third
class of management and control systom requiring machine intelli enco may tic
necessary, called the Intelligent Managemant and Control (IMC) system. The IMC
system Ls capable of providing an objective, rational view of the environment which
maximizes SITS resource utilization in response to external conditions and ,situations.
The IMC, system must operate with ea minimum of interference with the vital
activltles of AMC and IMO systems. Access to the AMC system should be blocRed,
and access to the EMC system should bo on a cooa ,dincating and amplifying basis only,
The functions of the 1MC system are largely In tine information acquisition unit genera-
tion area. Energy- Land matter-orlonted C:,anctions would loo affected Indirectly only
through communication with the information processing subsystems, An IMC sys-
tea» should only be available tit the highest organizational level, Other Level 11 or
Level III. This helps to proclude inconsistent or conflicting actions among tine various
systems Involved.
Specific functions of tile IMC system lnclucle:
1) Loaarning
2t Memorizing
) Reasoning
4) Judgment
5) Problem solving
6) Decision-malting,
7) Objective sensory perception of the environment
8) Non -preprogrammed action capability and control within priorities set by
tine UMC system.
Tile IMC requires the following components:
1.) l.nvironment input systems
2) Store of factual beliefs and knowledge
3) Stowage capability of resources (c, g, , a dictionary and past experiences)
4) Catalogue of Pesourc es
5) Motivational store
4) Process-purpose index (action-motive index)
7) Temporary structures associated with ongoing information processing
8) Central administrative process system
21
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	 9) Scat of monitoring process systouits Including pormaanent, general-purpose
naoaritors (and other, aaacsre .spoe-ializod onc8, set up temporarily according to noods
10) Retrospective analysis pr000ss system,
The AMC: and EMICi systems are required at oaac h of the three organizational
levels, The IMCa system is a top love,_ function only (Fig, 19). The levels of
necessary communication to accomplish munahicaaaent and control are shown in Vigures
20 and 21, Figure 20 shows, in addition to the Level I AMC; and I?ZMC: systems, that
each SRS element has its owrr sub-ANIO and sub MI(1 which regulates within its
domain the local functloaas of the respective elements. The degree of coverage of
these elements regis^ res further study,
ITT , SYS'1 TIMS RI-.C,YC;LING, SPECIALIZATION, AND
INFORMATION I3 iPLICATION
Since an :1115 replication phase is limited through preprogTaammed instructions,
It could bo practical and beneficial for each SR IS to dismantle its reproductive
mechanisms once they are no longer needed, ;~atad utilize the parts for production
diroctly or, after reworking, back in the raw •maaterial or feedstock lines. Similarly,
If additional replication or growth activities become necessary and these facilities are
no longer avaallablo, part of the production plant could be converted to serve this
purpose, Management and control systems must be able to adjust to any such new
structural and full etIon configurations, optimizing their 'usage and retaining control
over their deployment and operations at all times.
Inner field SltSs may eventually run out of raw material. While initially the
quantity of material is almost unlimited and SITS operations would not significantly
modify the earvironment , this may change rather dramatically as replication processes
proceed. The quantity of readily available material could be reduced by many orders
of magnitude, Because of this, interior -field SRSs may change then* work scope and
concentrate, for example, on parts production and assembly. The raining and raw
materials processing I`	 s would be recycled and utilized elsewhere in the productsacilitio
tion loop. The feedstock or pants for final manufacturing would come from external
SRSs which could dither increase feedstock or Darts production or would emphasize
mining and new materials processing while reducing their sawn production in these
areas. All management and control systems should be capable of directing and optimiz-
hag those changes in S1tS fields.
The SRS tmuiagemont and control systems described in t1Yis report require
the primary initial ".;noel" SRS to include all Level 1 and Level 11 capabilities in its
instruction progrom (11g. 22). During :self replication, an SRS passes on only the
subordinate programs to the replicas while retaining its own supervisory program
instructions. The irritiaal 8I18 must contain complete instructions and information for
the final organization of the entire differentiated or undifferentiated field which
ultimately fa; 'to be constructed. This includes the master plan for the final 'layout
and configuration of the various SRS fields and individual ` a1lSs and for the various
useful output products.
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LEVEL ill SRS
LEVEL I
	 LEVEL 11	 LEVELIII
AMC	 AM	 AMC
EMC	 EMC	 EMC
IMC
OTHER LEVEL 11 SRS%
LEVEL 11 SRS
LEVEL I
	
LEVEL Ii
AMC	 AMC
EMC	 EMC
LEVEL I SRS%
LEVEL I SRS
LEVEL 
AMC
EMC
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k !'
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OTHER LEVEL I SRS:
Figure 22. Information replication.
V, Sl.Ll5CT1.11) AREW RI . Q111111Nf1 ADDITIONAL NOOK
After having established a basic SRS mantlgemont and control model, it llec;omas
apparent that certain closely relatecl Issues need definition. The fc?>slrrwing represents
some of the questions to be answered s
1) Tile lowest level of managpment and control In this model is the Individual
SUS O'evel 1) , flow much lower must monagem(llt and eontrol penetrate the
individual SRS 1luildhig bloelcs and olements? What is the internal SITS distribution
of AM Cs and M s? flow clues the dist rIbu t loll differ between the two?
) what tine tite physical and performance Charlie tel l Isties tat tills tittle III gross
torms) or file required computer soft and thttrdware based oil the requirements out 
lined III this report? What order of magnitude. Informatiou storage and proeessing is
req ulred ?
3)	 What Is the scope or hualtln intervention In the operation of the three levels
of SItS organization? At what points In the	 t11a11aE,etttetlt a11d control systems would
the Intervention talce Oleo?	 In what forals would those Interventions be carried out;'
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